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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT 

FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

CLAY COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

 

DARREN BAILEY, 

  

                              Plaintiff, 

                 v. 

 

GOVERNOR J.B. PRITZKER, in his official 

capacity, 

 

                              Defendant. 

 

 

 

Case No. 2020 CH 6 

 

Judge McHaney 

 

GOVERNOR’S MOTION TO DISMISS WITH PREJUDICE 

Defendant J.B. Pritzker, Governor of Illinois, by his attorney, Kwame Raoul, Illinois 

Attorney General, moves to dismiss plaintiff’s complaint with prejudice pursuant section 2-615 

of the Illinois Code of Civil Procedure because the complaint does not state a viable cause of 

action as a matter of law, and the defects in the complaint cannot be cured by repleading. In 

support of this motion, the Governor states as follows: 

1. In the face of the COVID-19 public health emergency, Governor Pritzker 

exercised his legal authority under the Illinois Emergency Management Agency Act, 20 ILCS 

3305/1 et seq. (the “Act”), and the Illinois Constitution, Ill. Const., art. V, § 8, to issue two 

disaster proclamations and corresponding executive orders to combat the COVID-19 pandemic 

and protect Illinois residents throughout the State.  

2. On April 23, 2020, Darren Bailey filed a two-count complaint. Count I seeks a 

declaration that the emergency powers granted to Governor Pritzker to address the COVID-19 

pandemic “lapsed on April 08, 2020” and that any further emergency executive orders in 

response to the COVID-19 disaster relating to Mr. Bailey’s right to leave his home and/or travel 

are “void ab initio.” Count II seeks an injunction prohibiting the Governor and anyone under his 

authority from enforcing the executive orders against Bailey. (Compl. at ¶¶ 5–7.) Although 
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Bailey portrays the relief he seeks as limited to him and, in particular, to his right to engage in 

activities and travel, the declaration he seeks in Court I, if granted, would undermine all of the 

emergency actions in effect since April 8, 2020, and prohibit any further actions by the Governor 

to address the COVID-19 public health emergency. If this relief is granted, it will not only 

directly threaten the lives of Darren Bailey and anyone who comes into contact with him, but 

also indirectly threaten the lives of other residents of Clay County and the State at large.  

3. Bailey also filed a motion for a temporary restraining order and preliminary 

injunction. The Court need not and should not consider this motion at all because it is founded on 

a defective complaint that does not and cannot state a cause of action. 

4. When ruling on a motion to dismiss under section 2-615, the court takes as true all 

well-pleaded facts in the complaint, but not conclusions of law or conclusions of fact 

unsupported by specific factual allegations. Reuter v. MasterCard Int’l, Inc., 397 Ill. App. 3d 

915, 922 (5th Dist. 2010) (affirming dismissal with prejudice); Weidner v. Midcon Corp., 328 Ill. 

App. 3d 1056, 1059–60 (5th Dist. 2002) (same).  

5. Bailey’s complaint is founded on the incorrect premise that the Governor’s 

emergency powers “lapsed” on April 8, 2020. (Compl. ¶¶ 26-31, 34(B)–(E); Plaintiff’s Brief 

¶ 34.) That premise is wrong as a matter of law. Bailey contends that Section 7 of the Act 

prohibits the Governor from issuing more than one disaster proclamation related to a particular 

disaster and from exercising “emergency powers” under the Act for successive 30-day periods 

following each such proclamation. (Compl. ¶ 26; Plaintiff’s Brief ¶¶ 28–38.) But Section 7 of the 

Act does not limit the Governor to a single proclamation per disaster. Section 7 authorizes the 

Governor to issue a disaster proclamation whenever a disaster “exists” in the State. 20 ILCS 

3305/7. Multiple governors, Republican and Democrat, have relied on this authority to issue 

multiple and often successive disaster proclamations when faced with ongoing disasters that 
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continue to “exist” for more than 30 days. Bailey admits in his complaint, as he must, that the 

COVID-19 pandemic constitutes a continuing disaster in the State, and that this disaster 

“exist[ed]” on each of the dates on which the Governor issued his disaster proclamations. 

(Compl. ¶ 24 & Ex. 1 § 1; Compl. ¶¶ 14–15 & Ex. 3 § 1; Plaintiff’s Brief ¶¶ 15, 18–21, 28.) This 

admission defeats his claim. 

6. Given that the COVID-19 disaster existed on March 9 and April 1, 2020 (and is 

ongoing), the Governor was authorized under the Act to issue the March 9 and April 1, 2020 

disaster proclamations, and therefore the Governor’s authority under the Act did not “lapse,” as 

Bailey contends. (Compl. ¶ 34(C).) Accordingly, the Governor was legally authorized to exercise 

emergency powers based on those proclamations up to and including April 30, 2020. In addition, 

if the Governor determines that the COVID-19 disaster continues to exist on April 30, 2020, as 

he has publicly indicated he will (Compl. ¶ 20), he is authorized under Section 7 of the Act to 

issue another disaster proclamation to be in effect for another 30 days. Because the Governor’s 

disaster proclamations comply with the Act and are a valid exercise of the statutory authority 

conferred on him by the General Assembly, Bailey’s complaint fails as a matter of law. 

7. Bailey’s complaint fails for the additional reason that the Illinois Constitution 

empowers the Governor to take the actions to combat the COVID-19 pandemic about which 

Bailey complains. See Ill. Const. art. V, § 8. This constitutional authority continues while the 

pandemic persists, including now and for the immediately foreseeable future. It certainly did not 

“lapse” on April 8, 2020, as Bailey alleges. (Compl., Count I.) 

8. The Illinois Constitution states that the Governor “shall have the supreme 

executive power, and shall be responsible for the faithful execution of the laws.” Ill. Const. art. 

V, § 8. The Act acknowledges this constitutional authority by expressly stating that it does not 

“[l]imit, modify, or abridge the authority of the Governor to . . . exercise any other powers vested 
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in the Governor under the constitution, statutes, or common law of this State, independent of or 

in conjunction with any provisions of this Act.” 20 ILCS 3305/3(d). 

9. The Governor’s executive authority includes the ability to exercise the police 

power of the State to protect the public from a pandemic. “Among all the objects sought to be 

secured by governmental laws none is more important than the preservation of public health. The 

duty to preserve the public health finds ample support in the police power, which is inherent in 

the state, and which the state cannot surrender.” People ex rel. Barmore v. Robertson, 302 Ill. 

422, 427 (1922); see also, e.g., Jacobson v. Massachusetts, 197 U.S. 11, 24–25 (1905); People v. 

Anderson, 355 Ill. 289, 297 (1934). The Governor’s issuance of disaster proclamations and 

related executive orders to combat the COVID-19 pandemic are a valid exercise of his executive 

authority and police power under the Illinois Constitution. Bailey’s complaint fails for this 

additional reason.  

10.  Because the defects in the complaint cannot be cured by amendment, the 

complaint should be dismissed with prejudice. See Reuter, 397 Ill. App. 3d at 929 (stating that a 

court “does not err in refusing to allow a plaintiff to amend a complaint if the proposed 

amendment will not cure the defects in the pleading”); Weidner, 328 Ill. App. 3d at 1060 (5th 

Dist. 2002) (affirming dismissal with prejudice where, “[g]iven plaintiffs’ inability to state a 

cause of action, the allowance of further amendments would not further the ends of justice”).  

11. The Governor is separately submitting a memorandum of law in opposition to 

Bailey’s motion for a temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction that further 

describes these reasons for dismissing Bailey’s action with prejudice. 

WHEREFORE, for these reasons, and those detailed in the accompanying memorandum 

in opposition to Bailey’s motion for temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction, 

which is incorporated here by reference, his complaint should be dismissed with prejudice.   
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Dated: April 27, 2020 

 

KWAME RAOUL 

Attorney General of Illinois 

 

R. Douglas Rees 

Christopher G. Wells 

Darren Kincaid  

Office of the Illinois Attorney General 

100 West Randolph Street 

Chicago, Illinois 60601 

 

Laura Bautista 

Office of the Attorney General 

500 South Second Street 

Springfield, IL 62701 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

/s/ Thomas Verticchio    

 

Assistant Chief Deputy Attorney General 

Office of the Illinois Attorney General 

100 West Randolph Street, 12th Floor 

Chicago, Illinois 60601 

(312) 814-5354 

tverticchio@atg.state.il.us 
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FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

CLAY COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

 

DARREN BAILEY, 

  

                              Plaintiff, 
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                              Defendant. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

 Under penalties as provided by law pursuant to 735 ILCS 5/1-109, the undersigned hereby 

certifies the statements set forth in this certificate of service are true and correct and that she has 

served an electronic copy of the foregoing Motion to Dismiss with Prejudice upon the following: 

 

 Thomas G. DeVore 

 tom@silverlakelaw.com   

 

via email at the address noted above on April 27, 2020. 

 

 

       By:  s/ Laura K. Bautista 
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          Assistant Attorney General 
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INTRODUCTION 

Faced with the unprecedented and ongoing COVID-19 public health emergency, 

Governor Pritzker exercised his legal authority under the Illinois Emergency Management 

Agency Act, 20 ILCS 3305/1 et seq. (“Act” or “Emergency Management Act”), and the Illinois 

Constitution to issue two emergency disaster proclamations and 29 executive orders to combat 

COVID-19 and protect Illinois residents throughout the State. 

The Illinois General Assembly passed the Act to “insure that this State will be prepared 

to and will adequately deal with any disasters, preserve the lives and property of the people of 

this State and protect the public peace, health, and safety in the event of a disaster[.]” 20 ILCS 

3305/2(a). The Act created the Illinois Emergency Management Agency as part of the executive 

branch, id. §§ 2, 4, and provides that the “Governor shall have general direction and control of 

the Illinois Emergency Management Agency and shall be responsible for the carrying out of the 

provisions of this Act,” id. § 6(a). As more fully described below, Section 7 of the Act authorizes 

the Governor to exercise emergency powers for periods of 30 days. Id. § 7. Because disasters 

(like flooding and pandemics) do not adhere to calendars and may exist beyond 30 days, the Act 

allows the Governor to exercise emergency powers for multiple or successive 30-day periods 

whenever, in his judgment, the Governor determines that a disaster “exists.” Id. The Act imposes 

no other condition or limitation on the authority of the Governor to issue a disaster proclamation 

and trigger emergency powers for the following 30 days. 

As a result, since the Act became law, Illinois governors have repeatedly issued multiple 

and often successive emergency disaster proclamations that have allowed them to continue 

exercising emergency powers for the duration of one ongoing disaster. The General Assembly 

has certainly been aware of this longstanding practice by numerous governors. Bailey himself, in 

his communication with his constituents, positively cited Governor Pritzker’s second disaster 
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proclamation for a flooding event in 2019. Against the background of this well-established 

practice by governors when handling significant disaster situations, the General Assembly has 

chosen not to amend the Act to incorporate the limitation suggested now by Bailey. 

In response to threats posed by COVID-19, the Governor has used his authority under the 

Act and the Illinois Constitution to take a number of critical actions.1 These actions include: 

 Using emergency procurement to obtain ventilators needed to save lives of 
individuals in severe respiratory distress from COVID-19; 

 Using emergency procurement to obtain equipment and supplies needed to test for 
COVID-19; 

 Using emergency procurement to obtain personal protective equipment such as 
masks, gloves, and shields; 

 Obtaining emergency funds from the federal government; and 

 Using emergency powers to obtain hospital capacity and the availability of healthcare 
professionals to treat patients with COVID-19. 

To prevent community spread of COVID-19 and save lives, the Governor also used his 

powers under the Act and the Illinois Constitution to require Illinois residents to adhere to social 

distancing and stay home except for essential travel and activities. Medical experts throughout 

the State, country, and world have made clear that requirements like these are critical to prevent 

the spread of COVID-19 (which can be transmitted by persons with no evident symptoms), to 

 
1 A court may take judicial notice of any fact that is “not subject to reasonable dispute in that it is either 
(1) generally known within the territorial jurisdiction of the trial court or (2) capable of accurate and 
ready determination by resort to sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned.” ILL. R. EVID. 
201(b); see also In re Linda B., 2017 IL 119392 ¶ 31 n.7 (“Public documents . . . fall within the category 
of ‘readily verifiable’ facts capable of instant and unquestionable demonstration of which a court may 
take judicial notice.”); Cordrey v. Prisoner Review Bd., 2014 IL 117155 ¶ 12 n.3 (taking judicial notice of 
information on Department of Corrections’ website because it is a “public document”); City of Centralia 
v. Garland, 2019 IL App (5th) 180439 ¶¶ 8, 10 (taking judicial notice of Secretary of State’s records). 
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protect existing hospital services from being overwhelmed, and to avoid deaths from a disease 

that has no cure.  

Although the Governor’s actions pertain to the State and all Illinois residents generally, 

Bailey seeks to portray those actions as being personal to him, alleging that the Governor “has 

acted to restrain Bailey within his residence, as well as limit his travel” within the State. (Compl. 

¶ 19.) Bailey similarly seeks to portray his requested relief as limited to preventing the Governor 

from taking actions only against him personally under the executive order directing Illinois 

residents to stay at home except for essential travel or activities.  

Contrary to his description, Bailey is in fact broadly asking this Court to find that the 

Governor’s emergency powers under the Act are limited to one 30-day period per disaster. If 

successful, Bailey’s claim threatens to nullify emergency actions since April 8, 2020, and also to 

prevent further action. This would sabotage the State’s ability to procure desperately needed 

COVID-19 tests, as well personal protective equipment (including masks, gowns, and gloves) for 

medical personnel and first responders, and also prevent the State from working closely with 

hospitals to ensure they are prepared for any increase in critically ill patients. By upending the 

ability of the executive branch to respond to an unparalleled public health threat, Bailey’s 

requested relief would threaten lives throughout the entire State.  

Because the Act authorizes the successive disaster proclamations issued by the Governor, 

Bailey’s lawsuit fails as a matter of law, and his motion for a temporary restraining order and 

preliminary injunction has no merit. The Court should deny Bailey’s motion and dismiss his 

complaint with prejudice because it does not, and cannot, state a valid cause of action. 
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BACKGROUND 

The COVID-19 Pandemic Ravages Illinois, the Nation, and the World. 

On January 29, 2020, the World Health Organization (“WHO”) reported over 7,700 cases 

of COVID-19 in 15 countries across Asia, Europe, Australia, and North America. The next day, 

the WHO declared a global health emergency.2 COVID-19 continued to spread invisibly and 

indiscriminately throughout the world. On March 11, 2020, the WHO elevated COVID-19 to a 

pandemic.3 As of April 26, 2020, the WHO reported over 2.8 million COVID-19 cases and 

almost 200,000 deaths across at least 207 countries.4  

The United States has by far the most COVID-19 cases of any country.5 Modeling by the 

U.S. government’s COVID-19 taskforce released on March 31 showed that COVID-19 could kill 

100,000 to 240,000 Americans even if aggressive interventions to stop its spread are 

maintained.6 Widely cited projections from early April showed COVID-19 could break the U.S. 

health care system with patients projected to need more than 262,000 hospital beds, 39,700 ICU 

beds, and 31,700 invasive ventilators at the peak of the outbreak; meaning U.S. hospitals were 

 
2 WHO, “Coronavirus,” https://www.who.int/health-topics/coronavirus#tab=tab_1 (last visited Apr. 26, 
2020); see also Derrick Bryson Taylor, “A Timeline of the Coronavirus Pandemic,” N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 
21, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/article/coronavirus-timeline.html (last visited Apr. 2, 2020). 
3 WHO, “WHO Director-General’s opening remarks at the media on COVID-19” (Mar. 11, 2020), 
https://www.who.int/dg/speeches/detail/who-director-general-s-opening-remarks-at-the-media-briefing-
on-covid-19---11-march-2020 (last visited Apr. 26, 2020). 
4 WHO, “Coronavirus (COVID-19),” https://covid19.who.int/ (last visited Apr. 26, 2020).  
5 Id. (almost 900,000 confirmed cases as of April 26, 2020); Johns Hopkins University & Medicine, 
“Corona Virus Resource Center,” https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html (last visited Apr. 26, 2020). 
6 “Remarks by President Trump, Vice President Pence, and Members of the Coronavirus Task Force in 
Press Briefing” (Mar. 31, 2020), https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-president-
trump-vice-president-pence-members-coronavirus-task-force-press-briefing-15/ (last visited Apr. 26, 
2020); see also Philip Ewing, “Coronavirus Task Force Details 'Sobering' Data Behind Its Extended 
Guidelines,” NPR (Mar. 31, 2020), https://www.npr.org/2020/03/31/823916343/coronavirus-task-force-
set-to-detail-the-data-that-led-to-extension-of-guideline (last visited Apr. 26, 2020). 
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facing a projected shortfall of more than 84,600 beds, 18,900 ICU beds, and untold numbers of 

invasive ventilators.7 

COVID-19 has spread with lethal speed across the State. No region of Illinois has been 

spared. The disease first appeared in Chicago and other urban areas and wrought devastation 

there despite the tremendous efforts of Illinois’s courageous medical professionals and first 

responders, and the Governor’s prevention measures. But COVID-19 is now spreading to small 

towns and rural communities in every corner of Illinois. In many ways, Illinois’s sparsely 

populated counties are most vulnerable to COVID-19 because they lack the hospital 

infrastructure necessary to treat the overwhelming number of potential patients that could be 

infected if the disease surged.8 And while the COVID-19 infection “curve” has begun to flatten 

in some parts of the State, the life-or-death challenge for rural Illinois is only just beginning. As 

the Clay County Health Department recently warned: “It is likely that the number of COVID-19 

positive cases in Clay County will increase as testing becomes more available and as the virus 

makes its way into our community.”9 

At this time, one of the hardest hit places in this State is just next door in Jasper County, 

where three dozen residents of a Newton nursing home have been diagnosed with COVID-19 

 
7 Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation, University of Washington, “COVID-19 Projections,” 
http://www.healthdata.org/covid/updates (last visited Apr. 26, 2020). 
8 Jennifer Olsen, “Rural America Needs Help from the Rest of the Country to Face COVID-19,” TIME 
(Apr. 23, 2020), https://time.com/5825708/rural-america-covid-19-pandemic/ (“[M]ost of rural America 
is without the tertiary care hospitals, intensive care units and other specialized services needed to treat 
those who become gravely ill, and even county or regional hospitals and health clinics are often small, 
under resourced, and far away.”) (last visited Apr. 26, 2020); Eric Scigliano, “ ‘It Really Is the Perfect 
Storm’: Coronavirus Comes for Rural America,” POLITICO (Apr. 15, 2020), https://www.politico.com/ 
news/magazine/2020/04/15/coronavirus-rural-america-covid-19-186031 (“And like opiate addiction, 
[COVID-19] has spread stealthily through the heartland, even as it was dismissed as a distant, urban 
problem.”) (last visited Apr. 26, 2020). 
9 Clay County Health Department, https://www.healthdept.org/ (last visited Apr. 26, 2020). 
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within the last few weeks.10 Jasper County—which lies entirely within the 109th District 

represented by Bailey in the Illinois House of Representatives—now has 42 confirmed cases and, 

with less than 10,000 residents, suffers one of the highest per capita infection rates in Illinois 

outside Chicago and its suburbs.11 Moreover, Jasper County cases are doubling roughly every 3 

days, which is significantly worse than Cook County’s rate of 14.5 days and is one of the fastest 

paces in the entire State (nearby Jefferson County is among the few to exceed Jasper County in 

that metric; its cases are doubling roughly every 2.5 days).12 Similarly, Randolph County has one 

of the highest COVID-19 infection rates in the State.13 Public health officials have traced 

Randolph County’s surge of cases “to a single event in mid-March. The ripple effect from that 

event illustrates how connected rural areas can be, and how miles of open space may provide a 

false sense of security about COVID-19’s reach.”14 

Much of the concern with respect to rural areas—even those with few cases—is that the 

health care infrastructure has less surge capacity in the case of an outbreak. According to the 

Illinois vulnerability index,15 in Cook County there is 1 primary care physician for every 1,046 

people. In Bailey’s Clay County that number is 1 for every 4,433 people; in Jasper County within 

 
10 “Dozens infected by COVID-19 at Newton nursing home,” PRESS MONITOR (Apr. 23, 2020), 
https:/www.pressmentor.com/news/20200423/dozens-infected-by-covid-19-at-newton-nursing-home (last 
visited Apr. 26, 2020). 
11 Illinois Department of Public Health, “COVID-19 Statistics,” http://dph.illinois.gov/covid19/covid19-
statistics (last visited Apr. 26, 2020); “Coronavirus in the U.S.: Latest Map and Case Count,” N.Y. TIMES, 
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/us/coronavirus-us-cases.html (last visited Apr. 26, 2020). 
12 “Coronavirus in the U.S.: Latest Map and Case Count,” N.Y. TIMES, https://www.nytimes.com/ 
interactive/2020/us/coronavirus-us-cases.html (last visited Apr. 26, 2020). 
13 Molly Parker, “Rural Randolph County has one of the highest COVID-19 infection rates in Illinois. 
Here’s what happened.” THE SOUTHERN (Apr. 18, 2020), https://thesouthern.com/news/local/rural-
randolph-county-has-one-of-the-highest-covid-19-infection-rates-in-illinois-here/article_420278d3-c36d-
5fd1-98fe-b8bf6ef369e6.html (last visited Apr. 26, 2020). 
14 Id. 
15 http://www.healthcarereportcard.illinois.gov/maps (last visited Apr. 26, 2020) 
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his district it is 1 for every 9,536 people. There are no ventilators at Clay County Hospital. The 

Emergency Medical Services Regions that cover Bailey’s district (Regions 5 and 6) are among 

the lowest in the State in terms of available ventilators and emergency room beds16—and thus 

have the potential to become overwhelmed by even a relatively small outbreak.17 

The Act Provides the Governor with Emergency Powers During Disasters. 

The General Assembly passed the Act to provide the Governor with the tools necessary 

to contend with precisely this sort of public health emergency. The statute’s purpose is to “insure 

that this State will be prepared to and will adequately deal with any disasters, preserve the lives 

and property of the people of this State and protect the public peace, health, and safety in the 

event of a disaster[.]” 20 ILCS 3305/2(a). Section 7 of the Act authorizes the Governor to 

exercise emergency powers for periods of 30 days if he has proclaimed the existence of a 

disaster, and to continue to exercise those emergency powers for additional 30-day periods if he 

proclaims that a disaster still exists. Id. § 7. 

The COVID-19 pandemic illustrates that emergencies do not fit neatly into a 

predetermined time frame—rising and resolving all within the span of a single month. In this 

sense, COVID-19 is not so extraordinary. Emergencies often span more than 30 days—floods, 

soil contamination, acts of terrorism, to name a few. Since the Act became law, Illinois 

 
16 Illinois Department of Public Health, “COVID-19 Hospital Resource Utilization,” https:// 
www.dph.illinois.gov/covid19/hospitalization-utilization (last visited Apr. 26, 2020). 
17 See Ella Koeze, Jugal K. Patel & Anjali Singhvi, “Where Americans Live Far From the Emergency 
Room,” N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 26, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/04/26/us/us-hospital-
access-coronavirus.html (“As the coronavirus outbreak spreads into rural parts of the United States, more 
people who live far from a hospital are increasingly likely to need one. That poses challenges for 
communities where hospitals are scarce and I.C.U. beds are in short supply—even a relatively small 
outbreak there could overwhelm medical resources, with potentially grim consequences for public health. 
Research shows people are less likely to seek health care, even emergency care, when they need to travel 
farther to get it, especially when they are more than about 30 minutes from a hospital.”) (last visited Apr. 
26, 2020). 
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governors have issued multiple and often successive proclamations regarding the same disaster. 

In just over the last decade, Governors Quinn, Rauner, and Pritzker each issued successive 

disaster proclamations related to a single event: in 2009 to address the H1N1 virus; and in 2011, 

2017, and 2019 to respond to flooding.18 In May 2019, when Governor Pritzker extended his 

flooding disaster declaration by an additional 30 days, his efforts were celebrated by none other 

than Bailey himself, who raised no objection then to a renewed disaster proclamation—the very 

thing he now claims to be ultra vires.19 

The Governor’s Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic. 

As the COVID-19 pandemic reached Illinois, the State moved quickly and aggressively 

to combat the spread and prepare for an inevitable influx of patients. On March 9, 2020, “in 

response to the exponential spread of COVID-19,” the Governor found that a disaster existed in 

all 102 Illinois counties and issued a disaster proclamation pursuant to his power under Section 7 

of the Act, 20 ILCS 3305/7. (Compl. ¶¶ 1–6 & Ex. 1 § 1.)20 

 
18 See Exhibit 1 (disaster proclamations by Governor Quinn relating to the H1N1 virus); Exhibit 2 
(disaster proclamations by Governor Quinn relating to the same 2011 flooding in southern Illinois); 
Exhibit 3 (disaster proclamations by Governor Rauner relating to the same 2017 flooding in Clinton, 
Jackson, Marshall, Union, and Woodford counties); Exhibit 4 (disaster proclamations by Governor 
Pritzker relating to flooding across the State). 
19 Darren Bailey, “Springfield Update” (June 14, 2019), https://repbailey.com/2019/06/14/springfield-
update-june-14/ (referring to the second disaster proclamation as bringing “welcome relief”) (last visited 
Apr. 26, 2020), attached as Exhibit 5. The Governor’s proclamation of a flood disaster suspends the 
portions of the Illinois Administrative Code related to levees and floodwalls. 17 Ill. Admin. Code Parts 
3700 and 3704. This allows sandbags to be used to ameliorate flood damage. It is understandable why 
Bailey welcomed the Governor’s actions to combat local flooding, but it is hard to understand why he is 
now changing his tune when the Governor’s actions are geared to helping all Illinois residents. If Bailey 
were to prevail on his current theory of the Act—which limits the Governor to just one proclamation per 
disaster—then the next time Illinois’s rivers overflow, all emergency efforts to respond to and remedy 
that flooding will have to cease once the first 30 days have passed. 
20 The federal government has also recognized the COVID-19 crisis in Illinois and provided aid to the 
State. On March 26, President Trump issued a disaster declaration for the State of Illinois, triggering the 
availability of federal emergency aid to the State. FEMA, “President Donald J. Trump Approves Major 
Disaster Declaration for Illinois” (Mar. 26, 2020), https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/03/26/ 
president-donald-j-trump-approves-major-disaster-declaration-illinois (last visited Apr. 26, 2020). 
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The Governor followed his disaster proclamations with a series of executive orders 

designed to stop the spread of COVID-19, protect the health and safety of Illinois residents, and 

enhance the availability of testing and treatment for the disease.21 The orders include closing 

bars, restaurants (to dine-in service), and public and private schools; suspending nonessential 

business, evictions, and gatherings larger than 10 people; ordering social distancing in public 

places; and requiring residents to stay at home except for essential activities.22  

The latter directive—embodied in Executive Order 2020-10—is what drives Bailey to 

challenge the Governor’s authority to act beyond the initial 30 days of a disaster. Executive 

Order 2020-10, commonly known as the “stay at home” order, was issued on March 20, 2020, 

pursuant to the Governor’s authority under Section 7 of the Act. (Compl. ¶¶ 11–13 & Ex. 2.)23 It 

was originally set to expire on April 7, 2020, less than 30 days after the Governor first issued his 

COVID-19 disaster proclamation on March 9, 2020. (Id.) But on April 1, 2020, the Governor 

took two steps to extend the order. First, he proclaimed that “circumstances surrounding 

COVID-19 constitute a continuing public health emergency under Section 4 of the [Act]” and 

that therefore “a continuing disaster exists within the State of Illinois.” (Id. ¶¶ 14–15 & Ex. 3 at 

fourteenth whereas clause & § 1.)24 Second, he issued Executive Order 2020-18 to extend the 

 
21 See “Gov. Pritzker Announces New Efforts to Expand Testing, Procure Personal Protective Equipment” 
(Apr. 16, 2020), https://www2.illinois.gov/Pages/news-item.aspx?ReleaseID=21408 (last visited Apr. 26, 
2020). 
22 Executive Order 2020-05 (Mar. 13, 2020), https://www2.illinois.gov/Pages/Executive-Orders/ 
ExecutiveOrder2020-05.aspx; Executive Order 2020-07 (Mar. 16, 2020), https://www2.illinois.gov/ 
Pages/Executive-Orders/ExecutiveOrder2020-07.aspx (both last visited Apr. 26, 2020); Compl. Ex. 2 
(Executive Order 2020-10 (Mar. 20, 2020)). 
23 The copy of Executive Order 2020-10 attached as Exhibit 2 to Bailey’s complaint is incorrectly 
formatted, which causes some of its text to be lost or not completely visible. The Court can view a 
complete copy of Executive Order 2020-10 at https://www2.illinois.gov/Pages/Executive-
Orders/ExecutiveOrder2020-10.aspx. 
24 The copy of the April 1 proclamation attached as Exhibit 3 to Bailey’s complaint is incorrectly 
formatted, which causes some of its text to be lost or not completely visible. The Court can view a 
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relevant “stay at home” provisions of Executive Order 2020-10 through April 30, 2020. (Id. ¶¶ 

16–19 & Ex. 4.)25 Both the proclamation and the executive order reference additional 

developments that occurred between the first disaster proclamation and the second—including 

the fact that “current testing availability has identified further spread of confirmed cases 

throughout the State of Illinois, and it is expected that increased testing capacity would 

demonstrate that COVID-19 is circulating in communities across Illinois that currently have not 

identified a confirmed case.” (Id. Ex. 4 at seventh whereas clause.) 

Bailey focuses his attention on the “stay at home” order, but that is only the tip of the 

iceberg when it comes to the Governor’s COVID-19 response. By proclaiming a disaster under 

the Act, the Governor was able to take numerous measures that were, are, and will remain 

critical components of the State’s efforts to fight to disease. For example, the State was able to 

apply for and received a federal Major Disaster Declaration—which is accompanied by 

significant federal funds. Federal law requires that the Governor has “directed the execution of 

the State emergency plan” in order to declare a Major Disaster Declaration, 44 CFR § 

206.35(c)(1), so this federal funding is at risk if the State is no longer under a disaster 

proclamation. Similarly, the disaster proclamation was a necessary condition for the State to 

access the Disaster Response and Recovery Fund, 15 ILCS 30. The disaster proclamation also 

triggered the Governor’s ability to suspend provisions of the Illinois Procurement Code, which 

means the State can now utilize a fast and nimble process in order to buy quickly to address PPE 

 
complete copy of the April 1 proclamation at https://www2.illinois.gov/sites/gov/Documents/ 
APPROVED%20-%20Coronavirus%20Disaster%20Proc%20WORD.pdf. 
25 The copy of Executive Order 2020-18 attached as Exhibit 4 to Bailey’s complaint is incorrectly 
formatted, which causes some of its text to be lost or not completely visible. The Court can view a 
complete copy of Executive Order 2020-10 at https://www2.illinois.gov/Pages/Executive-
Orders/ExecutiveOrder2020-18.aspx. 
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shortages, ventilator shortages, and limited testing for the virus. If the normal procurement rules 

were not suspended, the State would quickly run out of new equipment because the bidding and 

buying process would take too long and put the State at a competitive disadvantage to every 

other State seeking the same supplies—jeopardizing the health and safety of many Illinois 

residents.  

And there is more. Declaring a disaster allowed the Governor to “prohibit increases in the 

prices of goods and services.” 20 ILCS 3305/7(14). It allowed him to take possession of vacant 

health care facilities to build out overflow capacity in case the State needed additional hospital 

beds, id. § 3305/7(4), and call up the National Guard to provide assistance, id. § 3305/7(13). To 

date, there have been 29 executive orders responding to various aspects of the emergency—

including school closures, waivers of liability for health care workers and volunteers, ceasing 

evictions for residential and non-residential properties, expanding telehealth access, altering 

notary and witness guidelines, and more.26 By challenging the Governor’s authority to proclaim 

a disaster, Bailey puts all of this on the line. It is no exaggeration to say that billions of dollars 

and countless people’s lives hang in the balance. 

In the weeks since the March 9 disaster proclamation, the numbers of cases and fatalities 

of Illinoisans to COVID-19 has continued to climb. IDPH confirmed the first death of a COVID-

19 patient in Illinois on March 17.27 As of April 26—barely a month after the first fatality—

43,903 Illinoisans have tested positive for COVID-19 in 96 counties across the State and 1,933 

 
26 “Executive Orders Related to COVID-19,” https://coronavirus.illinois.gov/s/resources-for-executive-
orders (last visited Apr. 26, 2020). 
27 “Public Health Officials Announce First Illinois Coronavirus Disease Death” (Mar. 17, 2020), 
https://www2.illinois.gov/Pages/news-item.aspx?ReleaseID=21262 (last visited Apr. 26, 2020). 
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Illinoisans with COVID-19 tragically have died.28 On April 24, 2020, the State saw new cases of 

COVID-19 rise by more than 2,700, the largest one-day increase recorded to date.29 And recent 

models project COVID-19 to peak in Illinois in early May.30 Faced with these continuing 

increases in cases and deaths, on April 23, 2020, the Governor announced his intention to issue 

another disaster proclamation and further extend certain “stay at home” provisions of Executive 

Order 2020-10 through May, while relaxing other provisions relating to store pick-up and 

delivery, garden centers, and outdoor recreation. (Complaint ¶ 20.)31 

Bailey’s Lawsuit. 

Plaintiff Darren Bailey resides in Clay County, Illinois. (Compl. ¶ 23.) Like all residents 

of Illinois, Executive Order 2020-10 permits Bailey to leave his home to go grocery shopping, 

pick up supplies for work at home, take care of relatives or friends, or just go for a walk. (Id. Ex. 

2 ¶ 5.) As an elected member of the Illinois House of Representatives for the 109th District, 

Executive Order 2020-10 also permits Bailey to leave his home in order to perform “Essential 

Governmental Functions”—meaning he is free to carry out the legislative responsibilities he was 

elected to perform, and his constituents are free to access any legislative services he may 

 
28 Illinois Department of Public Health, “COVID-19 Statistics,” http://dph.illinois.gov/covid19/covid19-
statistics (last visited Apr. 26, 2020). 
29 “Public Health Officials Announce 2,724 New Cases of Coronavirus Disease,” https:// 
www.dph.illinois.gov/news/public-health-officials-announce-2724-new-cases-coronavirus-disease (last 
visited Apr. 26, 2020). 
30 “Gov. Pritzker Announces Modified Stay at Home Order Will Be Extended Through May to Continue 
Progress” (Apr. 23, 2020), https://www2.illinois.gov/Pages/news-item.aspx?ReleaseID=21459 (last 
visited Apr. 26, 2020); see also Joe Mahr, “Illinois officials say the state is hitting its COVID-19 peak — 
and that’s actually good news,” CHI. TRIBUNE (Apr. 24, 2020), https://www.chicagotribune.com/ 
coronavirus/ct-coronavirus-illinois-governor-projection-20200424-wd2bk4r4fbajxjsbzwcgdz2fiu-
story.html (last visited Apr. 26, 2020). 
31 See also “Gov. Pritzker Announces Modified Stay at Home Order Will Be Extended Through May to 
Continue Progress” (Apr. 23, 2020), https://www2.illinois.gov/Pages/news-item.aspx?ReleaseID=21459 
(last visited Apr. 26, 2020). 
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provide. (Compl. Ex. 2 ¶ 10, stating: “Nothing in this Executive Order shall prohibit any 

individual from performing or accessing Essential Governmental Functions.”) 

While Bailey is suing solely in his personal capacity and seeks to portray his requested 

relief as limited to preventing the Governor from taking actions against him personally (TRO 

Motion at 2–3, ¶¶ A–B), Bailey is more broadly asking this Court to enjoin the Governor from 

taking any further actions that would have the effect of imposing any measures to prevent the 

spread of COVID-19 that would apply to him. (Id. ¶ 7; see also pages 2–3.) As shown below, 

that request should be denied. 

LEGAL STANDARD 

A temporary restraining order and a preliminary injunction are essentially the same type 

of relief, with the exception being that a TRO is of limited duration compared to a preliminary 

injunction. See In re Estate of Wilson, 373 Ill. App. 3d 1066, 1075 (1st Dist. 2007) (citing Kable 

Printing Co. v. Mt. Morris Bookbinders Union Local 65-B, 63 Ill. 2d 514, 524 (1976)); 735 ILCS 

5/11-101. Either a TRO or a preliminary injunction constitutes an “extraordinary remedy” that 

“should be granted only in situations of extreme emergency or where serious harm would result 

if the preliminary injunction was not issued.” World Painting Co. v. Costigan, 2012 IL App (4th) 

110869 ¶ 11 (quoting Clinton Landfill, Inc. v. Mahomet Valley Water Auth., 406 Ill. App. 3d 

374, 378 (4th Dist. 2010)). “A temporary restraining order is an extraordinary remedy of 

extremely brief duration which is employed only in emergency situations. The general purpose 

of a temporary restraining order is to preserve the status quo until a hearing can be had to 

determine whether a preliminary injunction should issue.” Bullard v. Bullard, 66 Ill. App. 3d 

132, 135–36 (5th Dist. 1978). See also Clinton Landfill, 406 Ill. App. 3d at 378 (holding that a 

preliminary injunction, limited to rare cases of extreme emergency, is intended to preserve the 

status quo and protect against irreparable harm until the merits of the case are decided). 
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To obtain a TRO or preliminary injunction, the plaintiff must establish the following: 

(1) he has a clearly ascertained right that needs protection; (2) there is a likelihood of success on 

the merits; (3) he is likely to suffer irreparable harm without the injunction; and (4) he has no 

adequate remedy at law. See In re Estate of Wilson, 373 Ill. App. 3d at 1075; Bd. of Educ. v. 

Miller, 349 Ill. App. 3d 806, 814 (1st Dist. 2004). 

Even if the plaintiff is able to satisfy the four elements for preliminary injunctive relief, 

he has the additional burden of establishing that the benefits of granting the preliminary 

injunction exceed the injury to the defendant and the public. Prairie Eye Ctr., Ltd. v. Butler, 305 

Ill. App. 3d 442, 445 (4th Dist. 1999). This means that the court must balance the harms in 

weighing the decision to award preliminary injunctive relief. Liebert Corp. v. Mazur, 357 Ill. 

App. 3d 265, 287 (1st Dist. 2005); see also Kalbfleisch ex rel. Kalbfleisch v. Columbia Cmty. 

Unit Sch. No. 4, 396 Ill. App. 3d 1105, 1119 (5th Dist. 2009) (“In balancing the equities, the 

court should also consider the effect of the injunction on the public.”). “It is elemental that the 

court is obliged to consider the injury or inconvenience which may result to the defendant 

(especially where the defendant is a public body) or the public in general if the injunction is 

granted.” G. H. Sternberg & Co. v. Cellini, 16 Ill. App. 3d 1, 6 (5th Dist. 1973). 

As discussed below, Bailey has not alleged a protectable interest except in the most 

conclusory and inadequate fashion, Bailey cannot establish a likelihood of success on the merits, 

he cannot establish irreparable harm, and the enormous harm to the public in the form of 

thousands of lives lost and billions of dollars of aid threatened from his proposed relief far 

outweighs whatever relatively small inconvenience he would face if he were to comply with the 

executive orders limiting travel and social contact. 
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ARGUMENT 

I. The Court Should Deny Bailey’s Extraordinary Request for a TRO Because Bailey 
Has No Reasonable Likelihood of Success on the Merits of His Claim. 

Bailey’s request for a TRO fails at the outset because he does not even allege a valid 

cause of action. The Governor’s actions are a valid exercise of the authority conferred on him 

under both Section 7 of the Act and the Illinois Constitution. 

A. The Governor’s Disaster Proclamations and Ongoing Exercise of Emergency 
Powers Are Valid Under Section 7 of the Act. 

Bailey is not entitled to a TRO because the basis of his lawsuit—that the Governor’s 

emergency powers lapsed on April 8, 2020—is wrong as a matter of law. (Compl. ¶¶ 26–31, 

34(B)–(E); Plaintiff’s Brief ¶ 27.) Bailey contends that Section 7 of the Act limits the Governor 

to one disaster proclamation for a particular disaster. (Plaintiff’s Brief ¶¶ 28–38.) But Section 7 

of the Act contains no such limitation. Section 7 authorizes the Governor to issue a disaster 

proclamation whenever, in his judgment, a disaster “exists” in the State. 20 ILCS 3305/7. That is 

the Act’s only condition for the Governor to issue a disaster proclamation, and it expressly 

provides that when he does so, he has prescribed emergency powers for 30 days thereafter. Id. 

Bailey does not and cannot dispute that, as a factual matter, the COVID-19 pandemic constitutes 

an ongoing disaster in the state, and that this disaster “exist[ed]” on each of the dates on which 

the Governor issued his disaster proclamations. Id.32 The Court should deny Bailey’s motion 

because the Governor acted within his authority under Section 7 of the Act in issuing disaster 

 
32 For obvious reasons, courts give great deference to such executive determinations, limiting their review 
“to a determination of whether the [executive’s] actions were taken in good faith and whether there is 
some factual basis for his decision that the restrictions he imposed were necessary to maintain order.” 
United States v. Chalk, 441 F.2d 1277, 1281 (4th Cir. 1971). 
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proclamations on March 9 and April 1, 2020, and in exercising his emergency powers after those 

proclamations up to and including April 30, 2020. 

1. Section 7 of the Act Permits the Governor to Issue a Disaster 
Proclamation, Including a Successive Disaster Proclamation, 
Whenever a Disaster Exists. 

Bailey accuses the Governor of exceeding his authority under Section 7 of the Act, 

(Compl. ¶¶ 22–33), but Bailey misunderstands the statute. The Governor’s disaster 

proclamations and exercise of emergency powers are consistent with the authority the General 

Assembly granted him in Section 7 of the Act. 

The primary objective of statutory interpretation “is to ascertain and give effect to the 

legislature’s intent.” Whitaker v. Wedbush Secs., Inc., 2020 IL 124792 ¶ 16 (citations omitted). 

“The most reliable indicator of legislative intent is the statutory language, given its plain and 

ordinary meaning.” Id. Section 7 of the Act gives the Governor the ability to declare that a 

disaster exists in the State: 

In the event of a disaster, as defined in Section 4, the Governor may, by 
proclamation declare that a disaster exists. 

20 ILCS 3305/7. Section 4 of the Act defines a “disaster” as follows: 

‘Disaster’ means an occurrence or threat of widespread or severe damage, injury 
or loss of life or property resulting from any natural or technological cause, 
including but not limited to fire, flood, earthquake, wind, storm, hazardous 
materials spill or other water contamination requiring emergency action to avert 
danger or damage, epidemic, air contamination, blight, extended periods of severe 
and inclement weather, drought, infestation, critical shortages of essential fuels 
and energy, explosion, riot, hostile military or paramilitary action, public health 
emergencies, or acts of domestic terrorism. 

Id. § 4. Bailey acknowledges that the COVID-19 pandemic is a “disaster” within the meaning of 

Section 4 of the Act. (Plaintiff’s Brief ¶ 15.) 

Upon the Governor’s declaration of a disaster through a proclamation, Section 7 of the 

Act confers “emergency powers” on the Governor that are enumerated in Subsections 7(1) 
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through 7(14). Section 7 states the following regarding the time period in which the Governor 

may exercise the specified emergency powers: 

Upon such proclamation, the Governor shall have and may exercise for a period 
not to exceed 30 days the following emergency powers . . . . 

20 ILCS 3305/7. Critically, there is no limitation in Section 7 of the Act or elsewhere in the 

statute on the number of proclamations the Governor may issue regarding a particular “disaster.”  

Section 7 of the Act is unambiguous in establishing a single criterion necessary for the 

Governor to issue a disaster proclamation: that a disaster “exists.” Section 7 of the Act vests the 

Governor with the authority to determine whether a disaster “exists.” In this case, the Governor 

concluded that a disaster existed on March 9, 2020, when he issued his first proclamation. 

(Compl. ¶ 24 & Ex. 1 § 1; Plaintiff’s Brief ¶ 17.) On April 1, 2020, when he issued his second 

proclamation, the Governor concluded that a disaster continued to exist. (Compl. ¶¶ 14–15 & Ex. 

3 § 1; Plaintiff’s Brief ¶ 28.) Bailey does not and cannot contest the validity of the Governor’s 

factual determination that a disaster, in the form of the COVID-19 pandemic, existed in Illinois 

on those dates. 

Because a disaster existed on March 9 and April 1, 2020, Section 7 of the Act conferred 

on the Governor the authority to issue a disaster “proclamation” on each of those dates. 20 ILCS 

3305/7. By issuing such a proclamation on each of those dates, the Governor properly obtained 

the ability to exercise the “emergency powers” conferred on him by Section 7 of the Act. Section 

7 of the Act permits the Governor to exercise these “emergency powers” for “a period not to 

exceed 30 days” following the issuance of “such proclamation.” Id. In other words, Section 7 of 

the Act makes clear that the 30-day period during which the Governor may exercise the 

emergency powers is triggered by the Governor’s proclamation declaring a disaster (“[u]pon 

such proclamation,” id.), not by the date on which the disaster initially arises. If a disaster still 
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“exists,” Section 7 of the Act permits the Governor to continue declaring its existence by 

proclamation and utilizing the emergency powers conferred on him for the 30-day period 

following each such proclamation.  

The Governor’s actions in response to the COVID-19 pandemic are consistent with 

Section 7 of the Act. When it became clear that the disaster associated with the pandemic would 

continue beyond the first 30-day timeframe set out in the March 9 proclamation, the Governor 

issued the April 1 proclamation to begin a second 30-day period under Section 7 of the Act. 

Under the April 1 proclamation, which is currently in effect, the Governor may exercise the 

emergency powers under Section 7 until April 30, 2020. If the Governor determines that the 

COVID-19 disaster continues to exist, the Governor is authorized under Section 7 of the Act to 

issue another disaster proclamation to be in effect for an additional 30 days from that date. 

Multiple other sections of the Act affirm that the Governor’s actions adhered to the 

statute. See In re Detention of Lieberman, 201 Ill. 2d 300, 308 (2002) (explaining that in 

statutory interpretation, “words and phrases should not be construed in isolation, but must be 

interpreted in light of other relevant provisions of the statute”). For example, the Act’s 

“Limitations” section contains no limitations on the Governor’s authority to issue more than one 

proclamation per disaster. See 20 ILCS 3305/3. To the contrary, the section’s only reference to 

the Governor requires that the Act not be construed to constrain the Governor’s ability to 

“proclaim martial law or exercise any other powers vested in the Governor under the 

constitution, statutes, or common law of this State, independent of or in conjunction with any 

provisions of this Act.” Id. § 3(d). 

Elsewhere in the Act, the General Assembly demonstrated it was capable of creating 

limits on renewing disaster declarations—yet it declined to do so when it comes to the Governor. 
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Section 11 of the Act permits the principal executive officer of a political subdivision to declare 

a “local disaster.” 20 ILCS 3305/11. However, such a local disaster declaration “shall not be 

continued or renewed for a period in excess of 7 days except by or with the consent of the 

governing board of the political subdivision.” Id. § 11(a) (emphasis added). Thus, at the same 

time the General Assembly permitted the Governor to declare a disaster with no limitation on 

subsequent declarations, it explicitly precluded local executive officials from “continu[ing] or 

renew[ing]” such declarations without the intervention of the local legislative body. Id. The 

wisdom of this legislative scheme has never been more apparent than now, where the nature of 

the COVID-19 pandemic prevents the General Assembly from convening33—making it all the 

more vital for the Governor to exercise the emergency powers set forth in the text of the Act. 

2. Bailey’s Assertion that the Governor’s Emergency Powers Lapsed on 
April 8, 2020 Has No Statutory Basis.  

Accepting Bailey’s argument that the Governor’s emergency powers lapsed on April 8, 

2020 (Compl. ¶ 34(B)) would violate multiple principles of statutory interpretation by 

disregarding relevant language in the Act; adding a restriction on the Governor’s authority that 

the General Assembly did not intend to and did not include; and producing absurd, unjust, and 

profoundly harmful results that are contrary to the Act’s express purpose. See People v. Austin, 

2019 IL 123910 ¶ 15 (“Additionally, we must presume that the legislature did not intend to 

create absurd, inconvenient, or unjust results.”). 

Bailey contends that the Governor’s ability to exercise the emergency powers in Section 

7 of the Act is “limited to the 30-days from the initial declaration of the COVID-19 pandemic,” 

 
33 See Ben Orner, “State Lawmakers Adapt to New Reality During COVID-19 Pandemic,” CAPITOL 

NEWS ILLINOIS (Apr. 3, 2020), https://capitolnewsillinois.com/NEWS/state-lawmakers-adapt-to-new-
reality-during-covid-19-pandemic (last visited Apr. 26, 2020). 
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which, in this case, occurred on March 9, 2020. (Plaintiff’s Brief ¶ 36.) Bailey purports to derive 

this argument from the statement in Section 7 of the Act that the Governor may exercise 

emergency powers “for a period not to exceed 30 days.” 20 ILCS 3305/7. Bailey construes this 

phrase in isolation, however, without regard to what triggers the onset of any given 30-day 

period. See Rushton v. Dep’t of Corr., 2019 IL 124552 ¶ 19 (“[A]ll provisions of an enactment 

should be viewed as a whole and words and phrases should be read in light of other relevant 

provisions of the statute.”). The sentence containing this phrase identifies the triggering event at 

the outset: “[u]pon such proclamation . . . ,” 20 ILCS 3305/7. In referring to a “proclamation,” 

the sentence does not limit the Governor to one proclamation per disaster. Although Bailey 

wishes to construe the phrase “proclamation” to mean and allow only the “initial declaration” of 

the COVID-19 pandemic on March 9, 2020 (Plaintiff’s Brief ¶ 36), the word “initial” does not 

appear in Section 7 of the Act. Neither Bailey nor the Court may “depart from the plain language 

of a statute by reading in exceptions, limitations, or conditions conflicting with the expressed 

legislative intent.” Whitaker, 2020 IL 124792 ¶ 16 (citing Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. v. Hamer, 

2013 IL 114234 ¶ 18). Thus, while the Governor’s actions conform to the Act’s only express 

conditions, Bailey’s interpretation of the Act improperly treats it as impliedly containing 

limitations the General Assembly did not enact. 

Bailey’s attempt to read into the Act a one-proclamation-per-disaster limitation on the 

Governor’s statutory authority is also inconsistent with other provisions in the Act, including 

Section 11, in which the General Assembly expressly constrained the ability of local municipal 

executives to “continue[] or renew[]” local disaster declarations. 20 ILCS 3305/11(a). If the 

General Assembly had intended to similarly limit the Governor’s ability to issue successive 

disaster proclamations, it could have said so. It did not. See People v. Lloyd, 2013 IL 113510 
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¶ 37 (“when the legislature wants to use the age of the victim as an element of the offense, it 

knows exactly how to do so.”).  

Bailey contends that permitting the issuance of successive disaster proclamations under 

Section 7 of the Act would “render the 30-day limitation meaningless.” (Plaintiff’s Brief ¶ 37.) 

Not true. The Governor has not purported to exercise the emergency powers in Section 7 of the 

Act indefinitely. Instead, both disaster proclamations expressly acknowledge that they are in 

effect only for the 30-day period prescribed by Section 7 of the Act. (Compl. Ex. 1 § 11 (“This 

proclamation shall be effective immediately and remain in effect for 30 days.”); id. Ex. 3 § 12 

(same).) Consistent with Section 7 of the Act, the Governor publicly acknowledged that he 

intends to issue a new disaster proclamation on May 1, 2020, which, consistent with Section 7 of 

the Act, will be in effect only for 30 subsequent days. (Compl. ¶ 20; Plaintiff’s Brief ¶ 30.)  

The 30-day limitation in Section 7 of the Act compels the Governor to make the periodic 

determination required by the statute that a “disaster” still in fact “exists” in the State. 20 ILCS 

3305/7. Bailey does not and cannot assert that a “disaster” no longer “exists” in Illinois as a 

result of the COVID-19 pandemic. But if the factual circumstances change in the future—as 

everyone in Illinois hopes they will—then there will come a time when the Governor will be 

unable to reasonably conclude that a disaster still “exists” in Illinois. In those circumstances, 

pursuant to Section 7 of the Act, the Governor’s emergency powers would lapse 30 days after the 

issuance of his most recent disaster proclamation. Far from disregarding the time limitation in 

Section 7 of the Act, the Governor is conscientiously abiding by it. 

Bailey’s argument likewise ignores that in Section 4 of the Act, the General Assembly 

identified disaster phenomena that could reasonably be anticipated to outlast an arbitrary 30-day 

limit. These include “extended periods of severe and inclement weather,” “hostile military or 
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paramilitary action,” and “critical shortages of essential fuels and energy.” 20 ILCS 3305/4. It is 

reasonable to assume the General Assembly selected these scenarios with the knowledge that the 

need for emergency authority to address them could persist for longer than 30 days. The rapid 

and devastating spread of COVID-19 throughout the State represents just such a disaster, 

requiring the continued exercise of the emergency powers the General Assembly conferred upon 

the Governor. 

The General Assembly’s intent with respect to the Governor’s authority under Section 7 

is further evidenced by a comparison with Sections 6 and 9 of the Act. These sections specify 

that the General Assembly must be involved in certain unrelated aspects of an emergency and 

address how the Governor can carry out that mandate even when the General Assembly is not in 

session. The General Assembly understood that if it wanted to preserve a role for itself in 

response to an emergency, it had to craft specific provisions to require this, and also to address 

the portion of the year when it is not in session. That the General Assembly did not insert this 

language in Section 7 indicates that it did not intend to play a role in declaring disasters, but 

rather intended for the Governor to exercise his powers precisely as he has done. 

The State has been operating under the Act’s provisions for more than 30 years. During 

that time, Illinois governors have issued multiple and often successive proclamations regarding 

the same disaster. In just over the last decade, Governors Quinn, Rauner, and Pritzker have 

issued such disaster proclamations: in 2009 to address the H1N1 virus; and in 2011, 2017, and 

2019 to respond to flooding. See Exhibit 1 (disaster proclamations by Governor Quinn relating to 

the H1N1 virus); Exhibit 2 (disaster proclamations by Governor Quinn relating to the same 2011 

flooding in southern Illinois); Exhibit 3 (disaster proclamations by Governor Rauner relating to 

the same 2017 flooding in Clinton, Jackson, Marshall, Union, and Woodford counties); Exhibit 4 
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(disaster proclamations by Governor Pritzker relating to flooding across the State). The General 

Assembly has amended the Act at least 11 times—most recently in 2018—but did not make any 

changes to prevent Illinois governors from maintaining their practice of renewing or continuing 

disaster proclamations.34 

The judicial branch has also relied on the Governor’s disaster proclamations, particularly 

those at issue relating to COVID-19. On April 2, 2020, the Illinois Supreme Court cited “the 

state of emergency that has been declared by the Governor of the State of Illinois in order to 

prevent the spread of the coronavirus” in its order authorizing the chief judges of each circuit to 

continue trials.35 The Fourth Judicial Circuit cited the Supreme Court’s order as authority for its 

own order issued on April 7, 2020, continuing all civil and criminal trials to June 15, 2020.36 

“[A] reasonable interpretation of a statute by an agency charged with enforcement of that 

statute is entitled to great weight. Such a construction is even more persuasive if consistent, long-

continued, and in conjunction with legislative acquiescence on the subject. Such acquiescence 

appears where the legislature, presumably aware of the administrative interpretation in question, 

has amended other sections of the act since that interpretation but left untouched the sections 

subject to the administrative interpretation in question.” Pielet Bros. Trading v. Pollution 

Control Bd., 110 Ill. App. 3d 752, 756 (5th Dist. 1982). This precisely describes the 

circumstances here. The law requires this Court to defer to, not upend, its coequal branches’ 

consistent interpretation of the Act. The longstanding conduct of Illinois governors—who have 

 
34 See P.A. 88-606; P.A. 92-73; P.A. 94-733; P.A. 98-465; P.A. 98-756; P.A. 99-36; P.A. 100-508; P.A. 
100-444; P.A. 100-587; P.A. 100-863; P.A. 100-1179. 
35 Order, In re Illinois Courts Response to COVID-19 Emergency/ Impact on Trials, M.R. 30370 (Apr. 3, 
2020), https://courts.illinois.gov/SupremeCourt/Announce/2020/040320.pdf. 
36 Third Amended Administrative Order No. 2020-4 (Apr. 7, 2020), https://fourthcircuitil.com/wp-
content/uploads/2020/04/2020-4-Regarding-COVID-19-and-Court-Operations-2-THIRD-AMENDED-4-
6-20.pdf. 
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regularly renewed disaster proclamations under the Act with the General Assembly’s knowledge 

and acquiescence—demonstrates not only that Bailey’s contrary take is an aberration, but also 

that it is just plain wrong. 

Finally, Bailey’s interpretation of Section 7 of the Act would lead to absurd, unjust, and 

profoundly harmful results to a degree rarely, if ever, contemplated by an Illinois court. While 

Bailey contends he seeks relief only for himself, the declaratory relief he seeks attacks the 

foundation of the emergency powers the Governor has been compelled to exercise: the 

Governor’s disaster proclamations. (Compl. ¶ 34(B)–(E).) The limitation Bailey proposes on 

Section 7 of the Act threatens to nullify the emergency actions the Governor has taken since 

April 8, 2020, when Bailey claims the Governor’s emergency powers “lapsed.” (Id.) Bailey 

would purport to have life in Illinois resume as it existed on March 8, 2020, the day before the 

first disaster proclamation. But in contrast to March 8, 2020, when there were 11 confirmed 

COVID-19 cases in Illinois (Compl. Ex. 1 at thirteenth whereas clause) and no confirmed 

fatalities related to the disease, there are, as of April 26, 2020, 43,903 confirmed COVID-19 

cases and 1,933 confirmed fatalities in Illinois.37 Accepting Bailey’s argument means accepting 

the only possible result: COVID-19 would once again begin its exponential spread throughout 

the State. In the process, many, many lives would unnecessarily be lost. That cannot be the result 

the General Assembly intended in enacting Section 7 or any other provision in the Act.  

On the contrary, the General Assembly articulated a very different purpose: “to insure 

that this State will be prepared to and will adequately deal with any disasters, preserve the lives 

and property of the people of this State and protect the public peace, health, and safety in the 

 
37 Illinois Department of Public Health, “COVID-19 Statistics,” http://dph.illinois.gov/covid19/covid19-
statistics (last visited Apr. 26, 2020).  
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event of a disaster[.]” 20 ILCS 3305/2(a). Consistent with that purpose, the Court should reject 

Bailey’s argument and deny his request for a TRO. 

B. The Governor’s Disaster Proclamations and Ongoing Exercise of Emergency 
Powers Are Valid Under the Illinois Constitution. 

In addition to the specific authority set forth in Section 7 of the Act, the Governor also 

possesses inherent and independent authority—derived from the Illinois Constitution—to order 

immediate measures necessary to protect the public health in the event of a crisis like the one 

currently sweeping this State. This conclusion derives from three indisputable premises: 

(1) The State’s police powers authorize it to take action in response to contagious 
diseases, pandemics, and other threats to public health and safety.  

(2) The General Assembly has not prohibited the Governor from taking the 
specific actions to safeguard the public health embodied in the executive orders at 
issue in this lawsuit.  

(3) The COVID-19 pandemic presents urgent circumstances that require prompt 
action to protect the people of Illinois against serious harm.  

The existence and vitality of the Governor’s inherent constitutional authority is made clear by the 

text of the Act itself, which provides that the statute does not “[l]imit, modify, or abridge the 

authority of the Governor to . . . exercise any other powers vested in the Governor under the 

constitution, statutes, or common law of this State, independent of or in conjunction with any 

provisions of this Act.” 20 ILCS 3305/3(d). In passing the Act, therefore, the General Assembly 

recognized and affirmed the Governor’s independent power to take immediate action when 

necessary to protect the public health—even in the absence of a specific legislative mandate. 

Indeed, when the Governor issued Executive Order 2020-10, he invoked both “the powers vested 

in me as the Governor of the State of Illinois, and . . . Sections 7(1), 7(2), 7(8), 7(10), and 7(12) 

of the Illinois Emergency Management Agency Act.” (Compl. Ex. 2 at therefore clause, 

emphasis added.) 
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First, it is blackletter law that the State’s police powers authorize it—and indeed, require 

it—to implement preventive measures when the people are confronted by contagious diseases, 

epidemics, and other threats to public health and safety. “Among all the objects sought to be 

secured by governmental laws none is more important than the preservation of public health. The 

duty to preserve the public health finds ample support in the police power, which is inherent in 

the state, and which the state cannot surrender.” People ex rel. Barmore v. Robertson, 302 Ill. 

422, 427 (1922); see also, e.g., Jacobson v. Massachusetts, 197 U.S. 11, 24–25 (1905); People v. 

Anderson, 355 Ill. 289, 296-97 (1934). 

The Governor plays a critical role in exercising the State’s police powers to promote 

public health. The Illinois Constitution provides that he “shall have the supreme executive 

power, and shall be responsible for the faithful execution of the laws.” Ill. Const. art. V, § 8. This 

grant of authority to the Governor must be interpreted in accordance with the purposes for which 

the Constitution was adopted—“to provide for the health, safety and welfare of the people.” Ill. 

Const., preamble (first enumerated purpose); see Wolfson v. Avery, 6 Ill. 2d 78, 88–89 (1955) 

(Illinois Constitution must be interpreted in view of “the purpose sought to be accomplished”); 

People v. Lawton, 212 Ill. 2d 285, 301 (2004) (Illinois Constitution is written in broad outlines 

and “does not ‘partake of the prolixity of a legal code’”). The Governor’s constitutional authority 

to protect public health includes, for example, the power to develop a “plan or program for 

relocating the residents of [a facility for the developmentally disabled] after its closure.” Dixon 

Ass’n for Retarded Citizens v. Thompson, 91 Ill. 2d 518, 533 (1982). 

Second, the General Assembly has not prohibited the Governor from authorizing the 

emergency measures he has adopted to protect the public health and prevent the spread of 

COVID-19 in Illinois. There exists no statute that forbids these executive orders or identifies 
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another branch of government that possesses the exclusive authority to act in this realm. Even 

Bailey seems to acknowledge this. His argument is that the Act lacks affirmative authority for 

the Governor’s actions, which is materially different from an argument that the Act prohibits the 

Governor’s actions. 

But the Governor’s public health powers extend beyond the statute books. Our nation’s 

leading authorities have long recognized that “[i]t may be fit and proper for the government, in 

the exercise of the high discretion confided to the executive, for great public purposes, to act on 

a sudden emergency, or to prevent an irreparable mischief, by summary measures, which are 

not found in the text of the laws.” The Apollon, 22 U.S. (9 Wheat.) 362, 366–67 (1824) (Story, 

J.) (emphasis added). The alternative would mean that the State could do nothing to protect the 

people from an unanticipated threat to their safety; the State would be paralyzed to act at the very 

time when its founding purpose—“to provide for the health, safety and welfare of the people”—

is of the highest necessity. Ill. Const., preamble. This is an absurd and untenable outcome. See 

People ex rel. Giannis v. Carpentier, 30 Ill. 2d 24, 29 (1964) (“The constitution should whenever 

possible be construed to avoid such irrational, absurd, or unjust consequences.”). 

Third, there is no serious question that the COVID-19 pandemic represents an 

extraordinary public health crisis of proportions previously unknown to the people of this State. 

The background section of this brief establishes why the current situation is unique: The disease 

is not limited to an isolated outbreak or localized cluster of individual infections, but instead has 

spread throughout the State, our nation, and most of the world; it is highly contagious and can be 

transmitted by persons with no obvious symptoms; there is no clear evidence that people who 

recover from infection become immune to the disease; and it has dangerously high rates of 

serious complications and mortality. States, not the federal government, have the primary 
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responsibility to respond to public health threats of this nature. This statewide crisis demands a 

statewide response. And that is why the Governor has issued the executive orders at issue here. 

His targeted actions have helped to dampen, but not yet extinguish, the COVID-19 crisis. If he 

had not acted, or if his protective measures were discontinued prematurely, a staggering number 

of Illinois residents would die or become seriously ill as COVID-19 proliferates in every corner 

of this State.38 To be effective, the public health guidelines embodied in the Governor’s 

executive orders must be observed collectively. 

These three uncontestable premises together lead to one logical conclusion: The 

Governor’s executive orders are authorized not only by the Act, but also by his inherent and 

independent authority under the Illinois Constitution. That is at the very least true in the specific 

circumstances presented here, where urgent action is necessary to protect the public against 

serious harm, that action is not expressly prohibited by a valid legislative enactment, and the 

General Assembly cannot safely convene to deal with the crisis itself in a timely manner. See 

Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 637 (1952) (Jackson, J., concurring). 

The General Assembly anticipated the need for emergency action by the Governor when 

it passed the Act more than three decades ago. But the General Assembly simultaneously 

recognized that the Governor might also need to act urgently to protect the public health in ways 

not contemplated in advance by the statute. 20 ILCS 3305/3(d) (referencing “other powers vested 

in the Governor under the constitution, statutes, or common law of this State, independent of or 

in conjunction with any provisions of this Act”). In issuing the executive orders at issue here, the 

 
38 “Gov. Pritzker Announces Modified Stay at Home Order Will Be Extended Through May to Continue 
Progress” (Apr. 23, 2020), https://www2.illinois.gov/Pages/news-item.aspx?ReleaseID=21459 (last 
visited Apr. 26, 2020). The State’s recent modeling shows that without the Stay at Home Order, deaths 
per day would have been roughly 14 times higher; and that lifting the Stay at Home Order similarly 
would increase deaths exponentially—to the point that the nearly 2,000 total deaths now could be a daily 
occurrence. 
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Governor has acted within this authority under the Illinois Constitution to take immediate 

measures necessary to protect the public’s health and safety. Apart from their authority under the 

Act, therefore, the Governor’s actions are authorized by his independent and inherent 

constitutional powers. 

C. Bailey’s Supplemental Argument Regarding the Department of Public 
Health Act Fails Because That Statute Does Not and Cannot Alter the 
Governor’s Authority Under Section 7 of the Emergency Management Act or 
the Illinois Constitution. 

At 12:50 a.m. on April 27, 2020, Bailey’s counsel served the Governor’s counsel with a 

“Supplemental Legal Brief in Support of Darren Bailey’s Request for Relief” (“Supplemental 

Brief”). Bailey cites Section 2 of the Department of Public Health Act, 20 ILCS 2305/2 (“Public 

Health Act”), which establishes procedures for IDPH and certified local health departments to 

issue isolation and quarantine orders, and contends that the “supreme authority” to issue such 

orders rests with IDPH, not the Governor. (Supplemental Brief ¶¶ 9, 17.) Bailey’s supplemental 

brief asserts: “Not only was Pritzker entering executive orders in excess of his authority beyond 

the 30-day window allowed by the Illinois Emergency Management Act, he never had any 

authority to order the quarantine of Bailey, or any citizen of this State for that matter.” (Id. ¶ 17.) 

Bailey’s supplemental argument is the best example yet of his attempt to confuse and 

obscure the issue before this Court. To be clear, Bailey’s complaint asserts that Governor’s 

authority to proclaim a disaster is limited to one 30-day period per disaster. To reach his request 

to address the impact of one executive order on his conduct, the Court must upend the entire 

statutory authorization to address disasters in Illinois. Bailey appears to understand that—and 

thus now tries to recast this case as about one individual challenging the issuance of a quarantine 

order pursuant to the Emergency Management Act instead of the Public Health Act. This attempt 

fails on the law and the facts as pled in the complaint.  
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First, as Bailey himself admits (Supplemental Brief ¶ 34), he is not subject to any actual 

“quarantine order.” The “stay at home” order about which he complains (Compl. Ex. 2) is not a 

quarantine order at all and does not purport to be one. Far from it: under the “stay at home” 

order, Bailey is free to leave his home to do many, many things, including performing his 

essential work as a legislator, going to the grocery store and other essential businesses, 

exercising, and going for a walk with his family, among many others. (Compl. Ex. 2 §§ 1(5), 

(10), (16).) None of that would be permitted if he were subject to a quarantine order.  

Second, the Public Health Act is a supplement to, not a substitute for, the Emergency 

Management Act. The Public Health Act does not and cannot alter the Governor’s authority 

under Section 7 of the Emergency Management Act—the subject of Bailey’s complaint—which 

includes the ability “[t]o control ingress and egress to and from a disaster area, the movement of 

persons within the area, and the occupancy of premises therein.” 20 ILCS 3305/7(8). Moreover, 

the plain language of Section 2(m) of the Public Health Act refutes Bailey’s argument, stating 

that “[n]othing in this Section shall supersede . . . procedures established pursuant to IEMA 

statutes.” 20 ILCS 2305/2(m). The “IEMA statutes” include the Emergency Management Act, 

which establishes “procedures” for the Governor to declare a “disaster” by “proclamation,” 20 

ILCS 3305/7. In addition to preserving the authority conferred on the Governor through the 

Emergency Management Act, Section 2.1(d) of the Public Health Act, which addresses 

information sharing in response to infectious disease outbreaks, also makes clear that the 

Emergency Management Act is a separate statutory framework by stating: “The operation of the 

language of this Section is not dependent upon a declaration of disaster by the Governor pursuant 

to the Illinois Emergency Management Agency Act.” 20 ILCS 2305/2.1(d) (emphasis added). In 

other words, the Public Health Act and the Emergency Management Act establish two separate 
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sources of authority that can function independently or as supplements to one another. The 

Public Health Act does not, however, substitute for or subtract from the Governor’s authority 

under the Emergency Management Act. 

Third, Bailey’s misreading of the Public Health Act would create a significant 

constitutional problem by stripping the Governor of his executive authority to protect the public 

and vesting it exclusively in an unelected official such as the Director of IDPH. See In re 

Parentage of John M., 212 Ill. 2d 253, 266 (Ill. 2004) (stating that courts have an obligation to 

construe statutes in a manner that avoids constitutional defects were reasonably possible). As 

noted, the Illinois Constitution states that the Governor “shall have the supreme executive power, 

and shall be responsible for the faithful execution of the laws.” Ill. Const. art. V, § 8. This 

“executive power” includes the ability to exercise the State’s police power to protect the public 

health. See Barmore, 302 Ill. at 427; see also, e.g., Jacobson 197 U.S. at 24–25; Anderson, 355 

Ill. at 296–97.  

The General Assembly did not and could not alter the Governor’s executive power under 

the Illinois Constitution by enacting the Public Health Act. In this respect, Bailey is attaching a 

weight to Section 2 of the Public Health Act that it cannot bear. Section 2(a) of the Public Health 

Act states that IDPH “has supreme authority in matters of quarantine and isolation,” 20 ILCS 

2305/2(a). Even if the General Assembly had intended for this phrase to have the sweeping scope 

Bailey claims it does, the General Assembly could not use a statute to remove the Governor’s 

executive power under the Illinois Constitution. Furthermore, this provision, when read in the 

context of the Public Health Act as a whole, as it must be, makes clear that this “supreme 

authority” relates to IDPH’s supervision of local health departments. It does not and could not 

confine the authority of the Governor—who, of course, appoints the Director of IDPH—to 
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exercise his own authority to protect the public health. Section 2(a) of the Public Health Act 

means that IDPH can direct local health departments in matters of quarantine and isolation. It 

does not prohibit the Governor from exercising his authority under Section 7 of the Emergency 

Management Act or the Illinois Constitution. 

The Court should reject Bailey’s unsupported and constitutionally flawed interpretation 

of the Public Health Act.  

II. The Court Should Deny Bailey’s Extraordinary Request for a TRO Because He 
Does Not and Cannot Demonstrate He Is Likely to Suffer Irreparable Harm, and 
the Balance of Harms and Public Interests Weigh Against the Requested Relief.  

To obtain emergency relief, Bailey must plead specific facts showing the irreparable 

harm which will result in the event injunctive relief is not provided. “A TRO is an extraordinary 

remedy and the party seeking it must meet the high burden of demonstrating, through well-pled 

facts, that [he] is entitled to the relief sought.” Capstone Fin. Advisors Inc. v. Plywaczyski, 2015 

IL App (2d) 150957 ¶ 10. And “to be considered ‘well-pleaded’ a party’s factual allegations 

must be supported by allegation of specific facts.” Id. (citing Patrick Eng’g, Inc. v. City of 

Naperville, 2010 IL 113148 ¶ 31) (emphasis in original).  

Bailey alleges he “is being irreparably harmed each and every day beyond April 8, 2020 

in which he continues to be subjected to Pritzker’s ultra vires executive order.” (Compl. ¶ 38.) 

He says the “March 20 Executive Order” limits his constitutionally protected freedoms in that it 

ordered him to stay at home, or at his place of residence, as well as limited his ability to travel 

within the state” (id. ¶ 12) as a “result of the COVID-19 pandemic” (id. ¶ 19). But these 

conclusory allegations are devoid of the required “specific facts.” How is Bailey “being 

irreparably harmed each and every day” beyond April 8? How is his travel irreparably limited? 

Where does Bailey seek to go, such that he is barred from doing so? Has Bailey been imminently 
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threatened with sanction or consequence for proceeding as he wishes? These questions are 

unanswered because the complaint contains no specific facts relating to the claimed irreparable 

harm. The reason for this deficiency is that given the language of the March 20 and April 1 

executive orders, Bailey cannot make the required specific allegations in good faith. 

The executive orders provide that “individuals may leave their residence . . . to perform 

any” of the enumerated “Essential Activities,” including travel for health and safety needs, 

personal or family supplies and services, outdoor activities, and to transport others relating to any 

of those activities. (Compl. Ex. 2 ¶ 5.) As an elected member of the Illinois General Assembly, 

Bailey is a “governmental employee,” and when working as such is “categorically exempt from” 

the executive orders. (Id. Ex. 2 ¶¶ 10, 12.) Travel restrictions imposed by the executive orders 

simply do not apply to Bailey regarding travel done by him within the scope of his public 

employment. As a result, he cannot allege irreparable harm concerning his employment related 

activities. Although Bailey alleges the restrictions of the executive orders “lapsed on April 8, 

2020” (Compl. ¶ 34(C)), he did not bring this action until April 23; this delay evidences that any 

restrictions imposed upon him did not result in irreparable harm. See Schlicksup Drug Co. v. 

Schlicksup, 129 Ill. App. 2d 181, 187–88 (3d Dist. 1970) (“This delay of itself raises a question 

as to the need for the preliminary injunction.”); Bridgeview Bank Grp. v. Meyer, 2016 IL App 

(1st) 160042 ¶ 21 (applying this reasoning to a TRO application). Bailey does not allege any 

“specific facts” supporting the conclusion that those limitations will result in irreparable harm to 

him in the event a TRO does not issue. After all, a “TRO is an extraordinary remedy and the 

party seeking it must meet the high burden of demonstrating, through well-pled facts, that [he] is 

entitled to the relief sought.” Capstone Fin., 2015 IL App (2d) 150957 ¶ 10. Bailey has failed to 

satisfy the “high burden” required to show irreparable harm. 
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Not only has Bailey failed to make the required showing of irreparable harm, but given 

the undeniable and extraordinary public interests and public health risks at issue, the balance of 

equities weighs heavily against Bailey’s request for emergency relief. This is critical because, 

when considering emergency requests for injunctive relief such as Bailey’s, Illinois courts 

consider the balancing of equities, or the relative hardships, and the public interests at issue— 

provided a plaintiff first satisfies the initial four requirements for obtaining such relief. 

Kalbfleisch, 396 Ill. App. 3d at 1119 (“In balancing the equities, the court should also consider 

the effect of the injunction on the public.”); G. H. Sternberg, 16 Ill. App. 3d at 6; Wilson v. 

Wilson, 217 Ill. App. 3d 844, 848 (1st Dist. 1991); Guns Save Life, Inc. v. Raoul, 2019 IL App 

(4th) 190334 ¶ 68, appeal denied, No. 125633, 2020 WL 1488364 (Ill. 2020) (“Accordingly, 

even when a plaintiff can raise a fair probability about the likelihood of success and the plaintiff 

probably will continue to endure irreparable harm, denying injunctive relief may still be 

appropriate to preserve the status quo. This is because courts should consider the status quo as it 

affects both parties, not merely the party seeking injunctive relief.”). Here, even assuming Bailey 

satisfied all four traditional requirements for injunctive relief (and he has not), relief should be 

denied given the relative equities and the public interests at issue.  

On Bailey’s side of the equities ledger, his employment activities are in no way restricted 

by the executive orders—he is “categorically exempt.” (Compl. Ex. 2 ¶¶ 10, 12.) As for his 

personal travel, the hardships are few as evidenced by the limited restrictions placed upon him as 

a result of his employment and the continuing ability for any person to travel for health and 

safety, to procure needed supplies, or to engage in outdoor activities. And (as noted) he alleges 

nothing to support the notion that even those restrictions cause him substantial personal 

hardship—on that front he alleges no specific facts at all.  
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The public interest side of the ledger tells a much different story. As detailed above, the 

public health consequences from the order Bailey seeks could be devastating. Illinois is in the 

midst of a public health emergency of proportions that never before existed. Bailey’s unspecified 

hardship pales in comparison to the undeniable public hardship that will result if the requested 

relief is granted. The balancing of equities is not even close—the relative hardships and the 

public interests at issue militate against the emergency relief Bailey seeks.  

The Court should also keep in mind the institutional reliance interests involved in this 

unusual situation. When the Governor acted on his interpretation of the Act weeks ago, no one 

challenged it, and the other branches of government appear to have assumed that he possesses 

that authority. The General Assembly’s acquiescence in similar proclamations by prior governors 

has already been discussed; this likely explains too why the General Assembly has not taken the 

extraordinary measures necessary to convene immediately this month, at the risk of members’ 

and staff members’ health, to separately address the current crisis. Likewise, the judicial branch 

has relied on the Governor’s exercise of his emergency powers to continue trials. Prudence 

therefore counsels against suddenly pulling the rug out from under the legal structure established 

by the Governor’s recent orders where that structure is being relied on by so many public and 

private actors. Bailey’s request for injunctive relief should be (and must be) denied. 

CONCLUSION 

Governor Pritzker has exercised the legal authority granted to him under the Illinois 

Emergency Management Agency Act and the Illinois Constitution to issue two emergency 

disaster proclamations and multiple executive orders to combat the COVID-19 virus and protect 

Illinois residents throughout the State. Bailey’s complaint and motion are based on the erroneous 

premise that the Governor’s authority lapsed even while the COVID-19 pandemic continued 

unabated. Bailey is wrong as a matter of law. Bailey has not identified either a likelihood of 
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success on the merits or any irreparable harm, and the relief he seeks is against the public 

interest. For all of these reasons, the Court should deny Bailey’s motion for a temporary 

restraining order and preliminary injunction, and should grant the Governor’s motion to dismiss 

Bailey’s complaint with prejudice. 
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Disaster Proclamations by Governor Pritzker 
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Darren Bailey, “Springfield Update” (June 14, 
2019) 
















